
Google has announced  
its decision to challenge 
the recent €50m penalty 
issued by France’s data 
protection office, CNIL,  
on 21 January 2019, after 
claims that the US  
technology company  
had breached the EU 
General Data Protection 
Regulation.  
 
After considering claims 
that Google had fallen 
short of the all-important 
disclosure and consent 
requirements of the  
EU’s new online privacy 
regime, the US tech giant 
became the first to be 
fined under the new law.  
 
The regulator said that 

Google had failed to  
be transparent about  
how it uses data and did 
not appear to have a legal 
basis for personalising 
ads. The regulator’s view 
is that Google’s users  
are not able to fully under-
stand how the company 
uses data because  
its disclosures are too 
“generic and vague”  
and spread across many 
different screens and  
documents.  
 
“The processing opera-
tions are particularly  
massive and intrusive 
because of the number  
of services offered (about 
20), the amount and  
the nature of the data  

processed and com-
bined,” CNIL said. 
 
Measures implemented 
by Google to head off 
privacy fines, such as new 
documents and tools for 
users, did not go far 
enough, according to the 
regulator, who also raised 
particular concerns about 
Google’s approach to 
seeking consent for ad 
targeting, claiming it did 
not go far enough in alert-
ing people to the extent of 
the data it collected and 
combined. 
 
Analysts suggest that the 
decision from CNIL could 
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Directors of Viagogo risk jail over failure 
to properly protect customers 
The ticket website  
Viagogo is risking fines,  
or even the imprisonment 
of its directors, after the 
UK Competition and  
Markets Authority (CMA) 
revealed “serious con-
cerns” over the company’s 
compliance with a 2018 
court order designed  
to protect consumers. 
 
In November 2018,  
the competition regulator  
secured a court order  
giving Viagogo until 17 
January 2019 to address 

alleged breaches of laws 
designed to protect  
consumers. The order 
required the company  
to make changes such 
as identifying when 
sellers are professional 
touts and informing  
customers whether there 
are ticket restrictions  
that mean they may  
be refused entry.  
 
Viagogo also faced 
questions over its  
messages to consumers 
about how many tickets 

are left and how fast they 
are selling, amid concern 
about “pressure selling” 
techniques designed  
to hurry consumers into 
making a purchase.  
 
Under the terms of the 
court order, an independ-
ent third-party reviewer is 
to review the company’s 
compliance and investi-
gate thousands of pounds 
worth of refund claims 
going back years.  
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